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Giorgia Castiglioni
Negative Liking
2017
3D printed models
Dimensions variable
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Fleur Dujat
Earth is on fire,
and we are trampling
on yesterday’s ashes
2017
Wool and iron wire
Performance
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Entry

River Lee

Román Cadafalch &
Julia Creuheras Marti
Mamotreto Wilfred
2017
Static bike, bike cogs,
hubs, chains, wood,
willow wood, guitar,
xylophone, drum
122 x 200 x 230 cm

4

François Durel
Untitled
2017
Engraved clay, glass
18 x 30 x 40 cm

5

Ada Xiaoyu Hao
Task: Listen
2017
Performance

6

Jure Kastelic
Untitled (Oh Deer)
2017
Acrylic on paper
mounted on wood
145 x 325 cm

7

Max K Weaver
Sebastian, Tied,
Clubbed, and Shot
Two Sights of a
Woman
John, Before and After
Ascending
2017
All graphite on paper
29.7 x 21 cm each

8

Ruby Wroe
things that don’t finish
2017
Thoughts and writing
currently existing as an
audio sound recording
10mins 27secs
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Dear
Julie,

I’m writing first of all to ask
how you’re doing and how Eris
and your wonderful children
are. I also wanted to know if
the apocalypse has come to
Australia too. Manu says that
it won’t necessarily have gotten there since you’re in another hemisphere, and that
Australia is essentially a virgin
country, so people can’t have
committed as many sins as we
have. I think that’s bullshit. I
mean, you can’t have a halfway
or partial apocalypse. Plus, on
TV they said it’s a global problem and it’s not just here. But
can you trust these people?
Anyway, I hope Manu is right
and that it hasn’t arrived there.
By the way, Manu and I keep
arguing, despite the apocalypse. For the past couple of
years, all people talked about
was the impending apocalypse
and the fact that we’d all die.
Especially the experts on TV:
each one had an opinion about
how it would happen. But they
all agreed on the story of the
coloured horses. The Antichrist would arrive on a white
horse and announce the end
of the world. Then a red horse
would arrive and spark a total
war among all the countries
on the planet. Af ter that, a
black horse would bring hunger and famine, due also to
the war. The last one would
be a yellow horse, twenty-one
months later, when a fourth
of the population was dead.
There hasn’t been a trace of
these horses. At least we haven’t seen them here in Pistoia.

There weren’t any earthquakes
or meteor showers either.
But the apocalypse happened.
It came just like that, without
the trumpets of Judgement
Day to announce it. I simply
woke up one morning and
discovered that everything
hurt. Every single movement.
Just bending a finger hurt.
Even blinking hurts. It’s constant pain that never leaves
you. You can barely walk without screaming. It’s hard to
explain, but any biological process triggers pain. Even your
beard, hair and nails growing.
My teeth are totally inflamed.
Digesting takes your breath
away and you start crying.
It’s as if God has taken away
the anaesthetic that lets you
live without suffering, that lets
you enjoy yourself and live in
peace. You know the story that
went around about the endorphins produced by our brain
to make us feel better? Now
I realize that our bodies, cells
and even blood suffer in order
to exist, and that God gave us
anaesthetics (to think I didn’t
believe it!), and now He has
taken them away. At this point,
we don’t have anything else to
protect us and every second
is constant suffering. As if we
were being tortured twenty
four hours a day. Fucking –
pardon my French – is practically impossible. The other day
I had an erection and nearly
fainted. Climaxing? Impossible.
I don’t see how people will
manage to have children.
And pregnant women are the

ones who suffer the most. They
all miscarry because they’re
racked with shooting pains.
Having said all that, I don’t
want to over-dramatize. Maybe it will stop. Maybe God will
give us back this natural drug
that makes life worth living.
Our drugs certainly aren’t
working. At the Health Board
they’re handing out all sorts of
drugs and painkillers, including
heroin and opium – for free.
But they don’t do a thing.
It’s so weird. Nobody expected this kind of punishment. It’s
the worst of all. Everybody’s
talking about it. But now, even
talking is impossible. The only
thing we use our vocal cords
for is to moan. I need to stop
writing. My hand is getting
too cramped and my vision is
blurred. Even looking at something hurts. In the other room,
Ettore hasn’t stopped crying
for a month, and when Manu
breast-feeds him she has to
clench a piece of cloth between her teeth to keep from
begging for mercy.
I really hope it’s not like this
where you are. If it hasn’t happened to you, you need to
remember that the life you live
is wonderful. Enjoy every minute of it, breathe it all in, run,
kiss, fuck. I love you a lot. Oh,
I forgot to tell you that every
heartbeat makes me moan.
Yours,
Alberto
Original text by Niccolò Ammaniti
from Il momento è delicato (2012)
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Julia Creuheras Marti and Román
Cadafalch are two London-based
artist working individually across
sculpture, lens-based media and
painting. Their collaboration started
in 2017 bringing to life their shared
interest towards all things spiritual.
Roman with an eye for life fragments
to refract and amplify; and Julia experimenting with concepts of quantum physics and holography – with
an intuitive process they explore the
self in ever-changing contexts with
an emphasis placed on the precious
game of play.
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Román Cadafalch and Julia Creuheras Marti
Mamotreto Wilfred
2017
Mixed media. Static bike, bike cogs, hubs, chains,
wood, willow wood, guitar, xylophone, drum
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Giorgia
Castiglioni
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Primarily using installation and
video, Giorgia Castiglioni’s practice
explores aspects of contemporary
society focusing on the ordinary and
the unnoticed. She exploits the medium’s nature to translate slices of
the everyday into visual and auditory
installations that operate between
the concepts of reality and imitation.
The result is a distortion of the
familiar generated by amplification
and redundancy, which stimulates
emotions and thought onto the self
and onto the world surrounding us.
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Giorgia Castiglioni
Negative Liking
2017
3D printed models
Dimensions variable

Fleur
Dujat

Fleur Dujat’s inter-media work is
based on connections and on the
act of making relations visible while
seeking for the inner balance. Fleur
creates images and objects that
she considers as witnesses of a
way of living, and incorporate them
into visual and sound performance.
Through a back-and-forth process,
Fleur interrogates the porosity between the private and the public
space, raising questions on domestic
issues related to the inhabiting of a
space and the meaning of infinitive
‘to live in’ nowadays.
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Fleur Dujat
Earth is on fire,
and we are trampling
on yesterday’s ashes
2017
Performance

François
Durel
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François Durel’s work explores modern
relationships of the crowd with icons
as a way to reconfigure our sensitive
experience of sight. His videos, installations and performances are displaying mental and concrete images
borrowed from specific civilisations
and eras into new constellations in
space. The precise arrangement of
the selected objects then rises ambiguous questionings about cultural
appropriation and identity. This
fragmentation invites us to new narratives and readings, collapsing the
temporal distance between past and

.
b

present. His installations are to be
considered as polysemics: the subjectivity of one’s personal experience is
defining the identity of the image.
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François Durel
Untitled
2017
Engraved clay, glass
18 x 30 x 40 cm
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Ada Xiaoyu Hao is a performance
artist focusing on simulating fantasy
scenarios from sub-cultural references to address the possibility of
alternative reality. Her work utilizing
text, live performance, banal sound
of everyday reality and the virtue of
silence, explores the individuality and
politics of the body on the shifted
parabola. The recent practice and
research operates among notions
such as: correlated correspondence,
embodiment assimilation, and the
shared phantom consciousness.
Intrigued by the presences of move-

ment inherited by the body, both as
techniques for moving and as subjects for research, the working
process germinates and unveils
itself through mindful improvisation
in opposition to Merce Cunningham’s
removal of meaning from a symbolic
or narrative bodies in the space.
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Ada Xiaoyu Hao
Task: Listen
2017
Performance

Jure
Kastelic
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Working through a variety of
mediums, such as photography,
drawing, sculpture, painting, app
development, and video, Jure Kastelic practice centres around his
interests in technology, the internet
and the representation of the natural through them. Drawn into the
unusual, unknown landscapes and
situation that catch his attention
because of humour and dark elements within, Jure’s research is
focused on the human-animalnature relations, and the general
idea of exploration and discovery.
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Jure Kastelic
Untitled (Oh Deer)
2017
Acrylic on paper mounted on wood
145 x 325 cm

Max K
Weaver
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Max K Weaver makes drawings with
pencil on paper, producing multiple
small-scale works that are exhibited
in series, occasionally with an accompanying installation or performance.
Starting with a reference image: a
detail of a photograph, an anatomical specimen, a failed life drawing, a
scientific illustration, or a still from
a video. This becomes the basis for
a meticulous improvisation, where
the image is embellished with detail, combined with other images and
text, distorted, partially destroyed,
so to re-born from the destruction.

As if aiming to arrive at an unexpected
picture with the strange and absorbing quality of a dream.

(C)
(A)

Max K Weaver
(A)Sebastian, Tied, Clubbed, and Shot
(B)Two Sights of a Woman
(C)John, Before and After Ascending
2017
Graphite on paper
29.7 x 21 cm
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Ruby
Wroe
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Wroe’s work is always rooted in the
social, often considering societal constructs, association and ways of being,
and uses the body as a sponge of social relations. Continually engaged in
feminist discourse, she muddles the
question of where the work is, presenting an interwoven thread of conversation, research and actions. She
creates works that are open, changeable and can mutate depending on their
output and surrounding. By making
works that exist in motion, she tries to
avoid the reductive categorisation that
leads to the commodification of ideas.
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Ruby Wroe
things that don’t finish
2017
Thoughts and writing currently
existing as an audio sound recording
10m27s

View
Artist
CVs

Marta Barina
Charles Britton
Emerson Utracik
Sid Black
Barbara Kovárik
Catherine Bolton
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Contact :

Organiser and Curator
Design
Photographs
Exhibition Assistant
Second Exhibition Assistant
Translation of text by
Niccolò Ammaniti
barinamarta@gmail.com

